Synopsis

“No sabemos qué hacer”
“We don’t know what to do”

Author and choreography: Alicia Soto y Carmen Werner

About the project:
The encounter
This work emerged as a result of an encounter between two creative women, both dedicated to
dance, but with different forms of expression and artistic paths. Nonetheless, this encounter was
produced at a time and space full of similarity and coincidences. So, as always in dance, the phrase “we don’t know what to do” is underlined as a certainty.
“We don’t know what to do” is a contemporary dance show, a bodily dialogue performed by Carmen Werner and Alicia Soto.
Duration: 50 minutes.
Pre-opening on the 26th and 27th of September in La Nave de Cambaleo [‘The Cambaleo Ship’],
Aranjuez. Opening on the 4th of December in the Teatro Principal [‘Main Theatre’] in Burgos.
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About the show:
“Sometimes words fall short or we do not understand them and in this dialogue between two
women that we present, what happens is exactly that.
-“But…, are you listening to me?”
-“I am sick of this.”
-“Me too…”
A.S C.W
“Darkness shrouds all of us, but whereas the wise one bumps into one of the walls, the ignorant
one stays put in the centre of the room”
Anatole France

Synopsis of the show

It is when words reveal their weakness that we discover the doubts remaining hidden in our thoughts.
We are a wall dancing outside ourselves, in a space where the footprints evaporate the air dreamt
by the looks. The movements adopted by the place find strength in the intimacy freed by the emotions generated with the body.
The dialogues attracted by the silence of the shadow search in the clarity of the mirrored waters for
the certainty of the doubt. We know not what to do…We keep dancing.
									Luis Martínez

Curriculums
Alicia Soto

Graduated in choreography and performance from the “Institut del Teatre”, Higher School of Dramatic Arts and Dance in
Barcelona. Took postgraduate courses as a guest student at the Folkwang Hochschule, in Essen, Germany. Director of
Pina Bausch, and the Place School, London, UK.
2014. Researcher at GECAPA, [‘Department of Cultural Studies in Performance and Audio-visual Arts’], at the University of Lisbon, Portugal.
In 1994, she cofounds the Company Hojarasca Danza. In 2000, she takes over as artistic and choreographic director
of the company Alicia Soto-Hojarasca, developing a contemporary creation based on innovation, on an encounter
between dance and theatre, and on the usage of new technologies in creations.
She has staged about 30 shows, some nominated for MAX awards, SGAE National Prizes for Scenic Arts, in the categories of large and medium scale, street, indoor, and non-conventional space performances.
She has worked as a teacher, speaker, jury member, and artistic advisor, both nationally and internationally. She has
performed in festivals in Mexico, Colombia, Germany, Portugal, Egypt, and China. Nationally, she has appeared at the
most important festivals and fairs in the country.

Carmen Werner

Born in Madrid, she graduated in Physical Education from the Polytechnic University in Madrid. She has studied Classical and Contemporary Dance in Madrid, Barcelona, and London.
Since creating her own company, Provisional Danza, in 1987, she has staged more than 60 choreographies: indoor
performances (of small and large scale, including an opera-dance), street performances, video-dances, a short film,
co-productions with other companies, special requests for different festivals and theatres, as well as teaching classes
and choreographic workshops.
She has been awarded various prizes for her artistic career, amongst which it is worth mentioning the National Prize
for Dance 2007, The Onassis International Prize for Dance in 2001, and the Culture Prize in the category of Dance from
the Madrid Community in 2000..
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http://www.hojarasca-danza.com
alicia@hojarasca-danza.com
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